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e ach year, the Council on State Taxation (COST) releases a 50-state 
estimate of total state and local business taxes for the preceding fiscal 
year.1 The report measures the tax burden on businesses as a share of 

private-sector state gross domestic product (GSP). North Carolina regularly 
has one of the lowest tax burdens in this study, leading some to misunderstand 
what that means and claim that taxes are not a problem for North Carolina 
businesses.

In 2004, the COST report did not include personal income taxes paid on 
pass-through income from S-Corporations and sole proprietorships. Roy Cor-
dato, vice president of research and resident scholar at the John Locke Founda-
tion, pointed out this problem, among others, in a Spotlight report that year.2 

The current COST study addresses the pass-through income issue but is still 
easily misinterpreted.

What the COST study does not say

The study does not say what a typical business pays in taxes. The typical 
business likely pays a higher tax rate, much higher than what the study 
indicates. Private sector GSP includes nonprofit businesses that pay no in-
come or sales tax (e.g., universities, hospitals, and the state’s largest health 
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insurance company), and businesses such as Goodyear and Google that receive partial tax exemption.

The study does not say, as many politicians over the years have suggested, anything about whether North Carolina 
“offers an attractive business climate.”

The study does not say anything about the competitiveness of North Carolina’s tax system.

The study does not say, as one legislator wrote in 2007: “North Carolina ties three other states with state and local 
taxes making up the lowest percentage of their GSP” (emphasis in the original).

What the COST study does say

States can tax their citizens directly through the individual income tax or sales tax, or indirectly through taxes 
on businesses. North Carolina state and local governments collect $31.8 billion in taxes, 62 percent of that from 
non-business sources. North Carolina’s reliance on individual taxation results in a lower effective tax rate on busi-
nesses.

Conclusions

Unlike the E&Y/COST study, the Tax Foundation’s State Business Tax Climate Index (SBTCI) is specifically de-
signed to measure the competitiveness of a state’s business tax structure. According to the FY2010 study, North Caro-
lina had the 39th best business tax climate.3

Joseph Coletti is Director of Health and Fiscal Policy Studies at the John Locke Foundation.
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